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Background
Why are we requesting Initial Performance Rectification Plans?
MOSL monitors Trading Party performance against the Market Performance Standards. Where a Trading Party is underperforming, as defined in our Performance Resolution policy (website link in cell directly below), MOSL will seek
Initial Performance Rectification Plans from these Trading Parties as outlined in Section 7 of CSD 0002 - The Market Performance Framework (MPF). The Initial Performance Rectification Plan enables Trading Parties to set out their
planned resolution for underperformance and enables MOSL to understand the planned pace of resolution. This request will help formalise the process for identifying and rectifying issues causing Trading Party underperformance, while
ensuring that information regarding in-flight and planned remedial activities is collated in a structured and consistent way across the market.
Link to Performance Resolution Policy

What information is being requested?
Trading Parties are requested to complete a series of questions relating to the relevant Market Performance Standard (MPS) metrics, plus detail how they will rectify this underperformance. Both retailers and wholesalers are requested
to provide quantitative and qualitative information on how they will improve their performance and maintain this improvement.
Please note that MOSL are not presently asking for details relating to cyclic non-market meter read tasks within this Initial Performance Rectification request due to heavy overlap with the Data Improvement Plan distribution.

What are the timelines for this request?
Trading Parties are required by Section 7 of CSD0002 to provide an Initial Performance Rectification Plan within 20 Business Days of this request, specifically the COB 21 March 2019.

How will the information be used?
MOSL will analyse the information submitted by Trading Parties and present a summary to the MPC and Panel meetings. This will provide a view by Trading Party of planned improvement activity, as well as identifying any specific
concerns, for example, where plans have not been provided. MOSL does not intend to share specific Trading Party plans or publish them more widely.
Please also note the information in the "How MOSL will initially assess your plan based on your projected metrics" details below.

Guidance on the information being requested from wholesalers
Completing the 'Plan Overview' section
In this section, please provide details for any performance rectification activities or initiatives against each monitored Market
Performance Standard (MPS) that you are currently or planning to undertake which are expected to have an impact on the
percentage of on-time tasks. For each activity, please provide an indication of whether you expect this to affect your current
performance position, alongside the specific MPS to be impacted. Where known, please also provide details of your target
completion date and any other information that you think may be relevant.

Completing the 'Projected impact on specific metrics' section
In this section, please provide projected monthly performance metrics for the following 6 reporting periods. It is key that any
performance improvement can be maintained. Please also provide written commentary to explain the rationale underpinning the
trajectories you have set out, as well as any other relevant information, for example how you are approaching prioritisation.

How MOSL will initially assess your plan based on your projected metrics
You will see that MOSL have pre-populated your baseline performance figures and peer performance metrics for the same period.
Your submission will initially be assessed based on the following criteria, with the aim that you will be in a position on completion of
the plan where you are no longer underperforming against your peers for the given measure(s):
>> Is the planned performance 6 months from when plans were requested greater than the baseline median peer median ?
>> Is the planned performance 3 months from when plans were requested greater than the baseline lower peer median ?
If the answer is “no” to either of the above questions, please ensure that there is sufficient qualitative information provided in the
commentary section (below the metrics) to explain the rationale for your planned pace of performance resolution.

Details on the metrics that are being used to define underperformance
Percentage of on-time tasks
This metric is calculated as the percentage of the total number of tasks completed on time within the reporting period against the
total number of tasks completed within the reporting period .
The average (mean) and median values in the Peer Performance Metrics section are calculated using the peer performance data by
Trading Party for each MPS grouping.

